Rwanda is a country of ever-changing landscapes ranging from rocky mountains to dense green rainforests and expansive savannah plains. Such biodiversity makes it a unique and varied destination for wildlife experiences as it offers diverse wildlife experiences to all those that dare to venture into the serene regions of Africa.

**Wildlife**
- Gorilla
- Virunga
- Gnarly
- Hops

**Rwanda highlights**

1/4 **Gorilla Trekking**
Rwanda’s Gorilla Trekking is a unique and peaceful experience in the Virunga Mountains, home to one of the only remaining mountain gorilla populations in the world. The journey is a serene and unforgettable adventure, offering a glimpse into the heart of Africa’s dramatic landscapes.

2/4 **Volcanoes National Park**
This is the most accessible National Park in Rwanda, and the perfect place to begin. The park offers breathtaking views of the Virunga Volcanoes, and you have the opportunity to explore their thick forests, gaining a unique perspective on the region.

3/4 **Akagera National Park**
The Akagera National Park is one of Rwanda’s most diverse and unique national parks, renowned for its diverse wildlife, including lions, leopards, and buffaloes.

4/4 **Lake Kivu**
One of Rwanda’s most beautiful lakes, Lake Kivu is a significant destination. It offers a unique experience that cannot be missed, providing the opportunity to enjoy the water or local tourist attractions. It offers a different perspective on Rwanda's biodiversity.

**Best time to go (and why)**

From December to February, June to September

The dry seasons in December, February, and June to September offer the best conditions for gorilla trekking.